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ABOUT	US

Prices and details are subject to change without notice.

Making	books	is	exciting,	as	those	of	us	who	are	engaged	in	this	sometimes	difficult	
but	always	rewarding	industry	know.	And	despite	the	times	that	we	are	living	in,	
at	Promopress	we	are	convinced	that	books	can—and	should—still	have	much	to	
offer	our	tech-dominated	world.	We	make	books	that	arouse	curiosity	about	the	
things	happening	around	us;	books	that	inspire	students	and	professionals,	such	as	
Architecture	in	Context	and	New	Brooches;	and	books	that	teach	new	skills	so	
that	we	can	create	the	world	around	us,	such	as	the	unmissable	and	idea-packed	
A	Watercolour	a	Day,	Ingenious	and	Photographing	Barcelona.	Design	
and	fashion	are	a	speciality	of	our	collections,	and	this	season	is	no	exception,	
as	we	are	pleased	to	present	an	outstanding	and	unconventional	book	that	
combines	two	concepts	and	will	certainly	become	a	bestseller:	Palette	Perfect,	
a	collection	of	colour	combinations	grouped	by	mood	and	inspired	by	fashion	
designs	and	everything	around	us.	We	have	added	a	new	dimension	to	our	Fashion	
Patternmaking	Techniques	collection:	children’s	clothing.	And	for	those	who	love	
graphic	design	and	visual	communication,	we	have	a	new	volume	on	computer	
graphics,	Playful	Data,	and	a	new	paperback	edition	of	the	book	Set	Design	for	
Printed	Matter,	which	explores	the	innovative	ways	in	which	graphic	designers	can	
use	techniques	from	the	world	of	set	design	in	their	projects.

These	are	just	a	few	of	the	titles	that	best	represent	what	Promopress	is	about.	
To	discover	all	our	other	volumes,	just	delve	into	the	pages	of	this	catalogue,	in	
which	we	present	the	books	that	we	will	be	publishing	between	January	and	July,	
our	most	recent	releases	and	a	selection	from	our	backlist.	

We	hope	that	you	enjoy	reading	our	books	as	much	as	we	enjoyed	making	them.



32 DRAWINGDRAWING

A Watercolour a Day contains a 
year’s worth of tips and ideas on 
learning how to use watercolours 
and improving your drawing tech-
niques. It discusses issues such as 
the materials needed, the proper-
ties of colour, various chromatic 
combinations, and the different 
wet and dry techniques. Featuring 
many examples and illustrations, 
as well as clear and informative 
texts, this volume is an essential 
tool for anyone who enjoys painting 
with watercolours. It also contains 
a chapter on gouache and another 
on the most common objects of 
inspiration, including portraits, 
landscapes, animals, and flowers.

Oscar Asensio is an experienced 
editor who specializes in architec-
tural, interior, industrial, and fur-
niture design as well as in healthy 
living, beauty, and fine arts books. 
He has worked for a wide number 
of international publishers, and 
his books have been translated 
into many languages. He currently 
resides in Barcelona.

A	WATERCOLOUR	A	DAY
365	tips	and	ideas	for	
improving	your	skills	and	
creativity
Oscar	Asensio	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16504-89-3
20.30 x 22.50 cm | 8” x 9” 
172 pag. | Fully illustrated 
in colour
English text | Paperback
March 2018
Distribution: worldwide
£19.99 | USD 26.99 | EUR 24.95

Thoroughly explained techniques 
and easy-to-follow steps to 

improve your painting skills.

Related Title: Human Figure Drawing, see pg. 23
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Los distintos colores tienen mayor o menor tinción.

Apariencia de la acuarela líquida sobre recipiente 
especial para este tipo de pinturas.

PIGMENTOS

Los pigmentos son pequeñas 
partículas que dan el color. Cada 
uno de ellos tiene un origen 
específico por lo cual es lógico que 
reaccionen de manera diferente. 
Los hay con mayor o menor 
poder de tinción, algunos son de 
por sí transparentes y otros son 
ligeramente opacos. Es justamente 
por esto que es necesario prestar 
mucha atención a la hora de 
recomendar combinaciones de 
colores en una composición.

PIGMENTOS INORGÁNICOS

Se trata de pigmentos derivados 
de compuestos que nunca fueron 
parte de la materia viva y que no 
contienen carbón. Este grupo 
incluye los cadmios, el cobalto, 
el ultramar, los tierra y una 
amplia gama de otros colores 
tradicionales.
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LAS PROPORCIONES 
PARA PINTAR RETRATOS

Respetar las proporciones es 
esencial. Es normal que el pintor 
principiante amplíe ciertos 
elementos como por ejemplo los 
ojos o la boca y reduzca otros 
como orejas, cuello, frente o 
cabello.

LOS MODELOS PARA 
PINTAR RETRATOS

Si se trabaja con modelos, se 
aconseja representarlo hasta los 
hombros. De esta manera se podrá 
apreciar mejor la personalidad y 
actitud del retratado.

uN PuNTO IMPORTANTE 
PARA LOS RETRATOS

La mirada es un punto muy 
importante en cualquier retrato. 
En un retrato de perfil, o de tres 
cuartos, es preciso dejar la mayor 
parte del «aire» en el lado hacia 
donde mira la persona, cuidando 
así mismo de dejar suficiente 
espacio por encima de la cabeza, 
de este modo, la composición se 
torna equilibrada.

MÁS REALISMO PARA 
LOS RETRATOS

Un buen retrato suaviza el 
contorno de las sombras para 
darles más realismo. Con sólo 
aplicar el color y pasar el pincel 
limpio pero aún húmedo sobre los 
bordes de la zona en cuestión se 
consigue el efecto.

LA bOCA EN LOS 
RETRATOS

Para pintar la boca se deben 
aplicar pinceladas más o menos 
diluidas en función de la reflexión 
de la luz. Para dar una impresión 
de brillo, dejar una zona sin pintar 
en el centro del labio inferior.Cosas Salvajes, Robyn Pees



5ARCHITECTURE4 ARCHITECTURE

Architecture in Context analyzes the 
work of contemporary international 
architects through the presentation 
of projects that exemplify their 
architectural vision and their con-
nection with the spaces with which 
they work. It explains how the in-
teraction between architecture and 
landscape is a pivotal aspect, and it 
describes the design strategies that 
architects use to insert buildings 
into the landscape with minimal 
environmental impact. At the 
center of designers’ work, we find an 
attention to the identity of the place 
and the environment, consider-
ation of cultural and social values, 
and observation of the intrinsic 
characteristics of the local site and 
materials. Presenting projects of 
different scales and sizes, from air-
ports to museums, schools, private 
houses, public buildings, hotels, 
and industrial sites, this volume 
offers up a wide array of the most 
significant architectural projects by 
the most respected contemporary 
architects around the world, such 
as Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Steven 
Holl Architects, Giancarlo Mazzanti 
Arquitectos, Neutelings Riedijk 
Architects, and 3XN.

ARCHITECTURE		
IN	CONTEXT
Contemporary	Design	Solutions	
Based	on	Environmental,		
Social	and	Cultural	Identities
THE	PLAN	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-72-0
24.00 x 30.00 cm | 9” x 12” 
240 pag. | approx. 250 colour illustrations  
and 140 B&W drawings and plans
English text | Hardback
August 2018
Distribution: worldwide
£32.00 | USD 49,95 | EUR 39,95

The Plan is one of the most acclaimed 
architecture and design magazines on the 
market. A real working tool thanks to its in 
depth texts and professional photographs, 
the many architect’s drawings, plans and 
elevations and its strongly international 
approach. It has a wide readership in the 
architecture world including architects, 
designers, building and real estate profes-
sionals as well as university lecturers and 
students. The Plan is published bimonthly 
and distributed in more than 70 countries.

Thoroughly illustrated with plans, 
elevations and detailed drawings

Related Title: Sustainable Architecture, see pg. 27



76 INTERIOR	DESIGN

NEW	FASHION		
BOUTIQUE	DESIGN		
Dress	up!
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-67-6
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼ ” x 11’
240 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
July 2018
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£29.99 | US $45.00 | €35.00

New Fashion Boutique Design is a practi-
cal and inspirational illustrated volume 
that gathers examples of some of the 
most exclusive boutiques and stores 
in the world and introduces the latest 
trends in shop design, an area where 
fashion and creativity merge to deliver 
a unique shopping and branding expe-
rience. From luxury designer stores and 
exclusive boutiques to shoe shops, this 
comprehensive volume provides useful 
insights into international retail archi-
tecture and comprehensive informa-
tion on the featured projects. Fashion 
stores are no longer mere places that 
one enters simply with the intention 
of purchasing products. Shops have 
also become venues for events, stages 

for exciting performances, and some-
times even landmarks. A range of these 
grand stages has been captured in New 
Fashion Boutique Design, which offers 
ideas, solutions, and different approach-
es to product presentation across its 240 
colorful and inspiring pages. 

Wang Shaoqiang is a professor and 
graduate supervisor at the Guangzhou 
Academy of Fine Arts (China), and 
editor of Design 360° magazine and 
Asia-Pacific Design. He is a prolific 
editor whose works focus on interna-
tional design, architecture, branding, 
communication, trends, and culture.  
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This volume enhances the value  
of product presentation and 
provides inspiration for new 
branding strategies.

Owners Insa Riske and Mechthild Schilmöller commissioned the Berlin-based trio KINZO with their 
resolutely futuristic design for their first fashion boutique MAYGREEN. The store opened in the classy 
Hamburg neighbourhood of Ottensen. Freestanding white objects soaring close above the dark 
brown floor made of smoked oak. The polygonal chiseled appearance recalls the aesthetic of 
rugged chunks of pack ice. The objects bear reference to each other through their optical alignment 
evoking a tension in between. Functional details such as a cushion for seating or a display case in 
the counter are naturally integrated in the shape.A distinctive ducting of electrical cables covered 
in green textile sets the highlight on the ceiling: Every single cable leads to a source of light, either 
a directed spotlight or a glaring DNA pendent luminaire. Usually concealed, the cables start to 
become an impressive design element that visually refers to something like a vegetative circuit 
board.The delicate but oversized grasshopper has been laser cut in a customized perforation pattern. 
Backlit in green it forms the appropriate background for MAYGREEN’s LOHAS (Lifestyle of Health and 
Sustainability) concept.

 STORE MAYGREEN IN HAMBURG
KINZO

PHOTOGRAPHY: KINZO
LOCATION: GERMANY
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Also available in hardback: Dress Up!  
978-84-92810-94-9. £39.95 | US $59.95 | €44.00

PRODUCT	DESIGN

One of the most challenging tasks 
for a product designer is certainly 
to combine form and function in 
an effective way. Creativity, thus, is 
an important asset for them, if they 
want to find the right balance. This 
book features different examples 
from all over the world of how in-
ventiveness results in outstanding 
and original products, in the form of 
furniture, decorative objects, lamps 
and toys. The volume includes prod-
uct descriptions, photographs, and 
designers’ sketches which show the 
design processes. A must-have for 
both students and professionals of 
product and interior design.

Engaging and thought-provoking, 
creative ideas like you have never 

seen before.

INGENIOUS
Product	design	that	works
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-32-4
21.00 x 28.50 cm | 8” x 11” 
240 pag. | Fully illustrated 
in colour
English text | Hardback
January 2018
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | USD 59.95 | EUR 45,00



98 FASHIONFASHION

Aimed at fashion students and 
designers, Palette Perfect is both a 
practical guide and an inspirational 
book that proposes a reflection on 
the universe of colour combinations, 
the moods and atmospheres they 
evoke and how we associate partic-
ular places and emotions to specific 
colours. Each chapter explores a 
particular mood and describes the 
corresponding feelings and colour 
combinations, using as examples 
exquisite photographs of objects, 
still-lives, landscapes, interiors and 
fashion. At the end of each chapter, a 
wide variety of palettes representing 
the chapter’s particular mood or 
atmosphere is included. 

PALETTE	PERFECT
Color	Combinations	
Inspired	by	Fashion,		
Art	&	Style	
Lauren	Wager	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-15967-90-3
14.80 cm x 21.00 cm | 9” x 12” 
304 pag. | Fully illustrated 
in colour
English text | Paperback
March 2018
Distribution: Worldwide
£19.99| USD 25,00 | EUR 25,00

An explosion of colour 
combinations grouped according 

to moods and feelings.

Lauren Wager is a young graphic 
designer living in Columbus, Ohio. 
She is the mastermind behind the 
exquisite blog Color-Collective (http://
www.color-collective.com), in which 
she gathers beautiful fashion, design, 
interiors, nature and still-life related 
photographs and turns them into 
colour palettes, in a unique display of 
talent and aesthetic sensitivity. She 
works as a freelance web and graphic 
designer for a variety of media such 
as Bath and Bodyworks. Her site 
has been seen on top blogs such as 
Design*Sponge, Refinery29, Apartment 
Therapy, Design for Mankind, Smash-
ing Magazine and The Huffington Post. 
Lauren’s blog has also been featured 
in five issues of Lucky Magazine, and 
Joy Cho’s first book, Blog, Inc. 



The series Fashion Patternmaking 
Techniques studies the world of 
patternmaking, structuring its 
contents according to different 
types of garments. Divided in clear 
sections, each volume offers an 
in-depth study on measuring and 
body-shaping and also detailed 
explanations on fabric technology 
and sartorial terminology. From 
basic pieces to the most sophisti-
cated ones, each one is described 
extensively. 

These volumes offer impressive 
garment making guidance, which 
makes them an indispensable tool 
for fashion students and profes-
sionals.  

Antonio Donnanno began his ca-
reer in his family’s tailoring shop. 
In 1982, he founded the prestigious 
Euromode School Italia in Berga-
mo, which soon expanded abroad. 
He has written dozens of books on 
fashion and has his own consulting 
firm, which focuses on pattern-
making and business. 

The illustrator, Elisabetta Kuky 
Drudi, is also author of Promopress 
bestseller Fashion Details. She cur-
rently designs for various interna-
tional fashion houses.

BESTSELLING 
SERIES !

FASHION 
PATTERNMAKING 

TECHNIQUES

FASHION	PATTERNMAKING	
TECHNIQUES	[VOL.	1]	
How	to	Make	Skirts,	Trousers		
and	Shirts.	Women	&	Men
Antonio	Donnanno	(author)
Elisabetta	Kuky	Drudi	(illustrator)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-09-5
20.50 x 28.00 cm | 8.00” x 11.00”
256 pag. | Around 300 illustrations in b/w and 
around 1,000 patterns
English text | Paperback
September 2014
Distribution: worldwide
£22.50 | USD 39.95 |€28.00

FASHION	PATTERNMAKING	
TECHNIQUES	[VOL.	2]	
How	to	Make	Shirts,	
Undergarments,	Dresses	and	
Suits,	Waistcoats,	Men’s	Jackets
Antonio	Donnanno	(author)
Elisabetta	Kuky	Drudi	(illustrator)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-68-2
20.50 x 28.00 cm | 8.00” x 11.00”
265 pag. | Fully illustrated in B&W
English text | Paperback
March 2016
Distribution: worldwide
£24.99 | US $39.95 | €29.95

9 788415 9676829 788415  967095

FASHION	PATTERNMAKING	
TECHNIQUES	–	
HAUTE	COUTURE	[	vol.	1	]
Antonio	Donnanno	(author)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-66-4
20.50 x 28.00 cm | 8.00” x 11.00”
256 pag. | Fully illustrated in B&W and colour
English text | Paperback
March 2017
Distribution: worldwide
£28.00 |US $39.95 | €29.95

FASHION	PATTERNMAKING	
TECHNIQUES	[	vol.	3	]
Jackets,	coats	and	cloaks	for	
women	and	men
Antonio	Donnanno	(author)
Elisabetta	Kuky	Drudi	(illustrator)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-18-3
20.50 x 28.00 cm | 8.00” x 11.00”
192 pag. | Fully illustrated in b&w
English text | Paperback
October 2016
Distribution: worldwide
£22,00 | $35.00 | € 28.00

9 788416 504183

ALREADY

ANNOUNCED 

NEW TITLE

1110 FASHION FASHION

FASHION	PATTERNMAKING	
TECHNIQUES	FOR	CHILDREN'S	
CLOTHING
Dresses,	shirts,	bodysuits,	
jackets	and	coats
Antonio	Donnano	(author)
Claudia	Ausonia	Palazio	
(illustrator)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-14-0
21.00 x 29.70 cm | 8 ¼ ” x 12’
232 pag. | B&W illustrations
English text | Paperback
February 2018
Distribution: Worldwide
£29.99 | US $39.95 | €25.00

Antonio Donnanno returns to chil-
dren’s clothing patterns, expanding on 
previous work and including numerous 
new garments to dress kids for any 
occasion. Once again, this text is the 
result of detailed studies and ongoing 
updates to measurements and the 
changing needs that this industry  
is known for. The author wanted  
to create a method similar to that for 
adults, simple yet precise and clear.  
All categories of garments which are 
currently made and sold were the ob-
ject of close study: from gowns to romp-
ers, skirts to trousers and jumpsuits, 
casual clothes to carnival costumes. 
In the words of the author: “Each age 
range comes with models which com-
bine comfort, beauty and style. I hope 
this text will help simplify the work of 
those in this industry or of those who 
just wish to make garments for their 
family members.”



1312 JEWELLERY

The most artistic and freest 
form of expression in 

jewellery, a must-have for any 
jewellery or fashion design 

professional or student.

NEW	BROOCHES
400+	contemporary		
jewellery	designs	
Nicolás	Estrada	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-22-5
18.80 x 24.00 cm | 7 ¼” x 9 ¼”
240 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
May 2018
Distribution: worldwide
£22.50 | US $34.95 | €29.00

Nicolás Estrada (Medellín, 1972) 
studied artistic jewelry at the Es-
cola Massana in Barcelona. He has 
trained in many technical areas of 
jewellery, as well as in local tradi-
tional techniques. His works can 
be found in galleries around the 
world, from Glasgow to Barcelona, 
Riga, and San Francisco. His pieces 
are handmade, personal, and ex-
ceptional. As an editor, Nicolas has 
curated New Rings, New Earrings, 
and New Necklaces (Promopress 
Editions, 2016).

New Brooches focuses on brooches 
within an exploration of current 
trends in contemporary jewellery. 
With a selection of over 400 jewellery 
artists’ creations from all over the 
world, this volume is the most com-
prehensive compilation on the sub-
ject. A must-have for any profession-
al or student of jewellery or fashion 
design, this work shows the versatile 
and dynamic nature of brooches and 
the many and varied materials and 
forms that they involve. Needing 
only a pin to secure it to the wearer’s 
garment, this ornament is essential-
ly a jewellery artist’s blank canvas 
that invites endless creativity and 
offers more freedom of expression 
than any other form of jewellery. The 
brooch has continued to evolve and 
be reinterpreted, and it is playing a 
critical role in the development of 
new jewellery as a platform for artis-
tic expression. 
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CHRISTA LÜHTJE
Untitled

Medium: gold

Photo: Eva Jünger

CHRISTA LÜHTJE
Untitled

Media: gold, aquamarine

Photo: Eva Jünger

CHRISTA LÜHTJE
Untitled

Media: gold, onyx

Photo: Eva Jünger

XAVIER MONCLÚS
Dinky Jewels

Media: silver, enamel paint

Photo: Xavier Monclús

130 131DELICATE DELICATE

NICOLAS ESTRADA
Skulls

Media: silver, crystal, pearls 

Photo: Nicolas Estrada

NICOLAS ESTRADA 
Hearts

Media: gold, diamonds

Photo: Nicolas Estrada

TINA LILIENTHAL
Cherry Earrings 

Media: polyester resin, silver

Photo: Joel Degen

TINA LILIENTHAL
Fluoro Skull Earrings 

Media: silver, powder-coated silver

Photo: Joel Degen

TINA LILIENTHAL
Strawberry & Skull Earrings

Media: polyester resin, silver

Photo: Joel Degen

FASHION

A gallery of the headwear designs  
by the world’s greatest fashion 
designers displayed on catwalks.
An inspirational source for fashion 
designers and students.

Hats & Caps offers a stunning collection 
of more than 1,200 photographs by 
renowned fashion photographer Gianni 
Pucci featuring the headwear creations 
designed by some of the world’s most 
famous fashion designers. Featuring 
hats, caps, head scarves, hair struc-
tures, turbans, hairbands, and many 
other items that are used for decorating 
the head, this volume is a gallery of the 
array of designs displayed on catwalks. 
Some of the creations are famous, and 
some are unusual, but all provide us 
with a visual understanding of the 
charm and elegance of headgear. The 
collection featured here also invites 
readers to reflect on why and how items 
of this kind came to be such beloved 
and celebrated accessories. This rich 
and profuse work is an inspirational 

source for fashion designers, students, 
and professionals, who will enjoy its 
unique approach to the creation of 
fashion accessories. The designs of 
Vivienne Westwood, Dolce & Gabbana, 
Diane von Furstenberg, Sonia Rykiel, 
Jean Paul Gaultier, Ralph Lauren, Paul 
Smith, Dior, Armani Privé, and Chanel 
are just some of the incredible cre-
ations collected in this volume. 

Gianni Pucci is a renowned photogra-
pher whose works have been published 
on the most important fashion sites, 
from Style to Vogue, Vanity Fair, and 
Huffington Post. He has the honour of 
being one of the few accredited photog-
raphers for the Fashion Weeks in Paris, 
London, New York, Milan, and Seoul.

Related title: Details in Fashion Design. Collars & Necklines, see page 34 Related title: New Necklaces, see page 36

HATS	&	CAPS
Gianni	Pucci		
(author	and	photographer)
ISBN: 978-84-16851-69-0
23.00 x 24.00 cm | 9 1/16 x 9 7/16” 
336 pages | Around 1,600 illustrations  
in colour 
English text | Hardback
May 2018
Distribution: worldwide
£19.99 | US $39.95 | €29.00 
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1514 GRAPHIC	DESIGN

Related title: Infographics, see page 21

GRAPHIC	DESIGN

Playful Data. Graphic Design  
and Illustration for Infographics 
features brilliant and illustrative 
infographic projects from gifted 
graphic designers, illustrators, art-
ists, and even scientists. Not only do 
they visualize data in a tangible and 
memorable way through playful 
illustrations, but they also provide 
us with inspiration for balancing 
colours, words, and images, as 
well as for distinguishing between 
primary and secondary information 
when data is presented alongside 
pictures. The projects revealed in 
this volume are divided into three 
main categories: statistical findings, 
flow diagrams, and instruction and 
explanation. Some of the projects 
illustrate data acquired from rigor-
ous and precise scientific research, 
while others are the product of 
designers’ imagination and experi-
mentation. It’s time to learn to play 
with data!

PLAYFUL	DATA
Graphic	Design		
and	Illustration		
for	Infographics
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-34-8
21.00 x 28.50 cm | 8” x 11” 
240 pag. | Fully illustrated 
in colour
English text | Hardback
February 2018
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | USD 59,95 | EUR 45,00

The intriguing challenges  
of the creative universe of data visualization. 
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SET	DESIGN		
FOR	PRINTED	MATTER
A	new	approach	
to	graphic	design
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-66-9
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼ ” x 11’
240 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
June 2018
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£29.99 | US $45.00 | €35.00

Set Design For Printed Matter explores 
the endless possibilities and powerful 
impact of using the materials and tech-
niques of set design in graphic design 
elements. From editorial projects, 
posters, and flyers to illustrations for 
magazines or advertising campaigns, 
this inspirational volume features a 
variety of playful international projects 
by the most respected professionals 
in the field. The works featured are 
sure to inspire graphic designers to 
conceptualize, create, and innovate. 
In an era of ubiquitous digital images, 
handmade designs carry unexpected 
force and creativity. Set design is more 
than prop building; it is a combina-
tion of craftsmanship, creativity, and 
styling in which textures, colors, and 
shapes all play a part in creating an 
image that conventional graphic design 
techniques simply cannot achieve. By 
deploying complex paper techniques 
and materials as well as an infinite 
variety of objects, the results create a 
world in which imagination and reality 
overlap unexpectedly. 

Projects by SNASK, PRIM PRIM, Car-
olin Wantzek, Cris Wiegandt, Christian 
Ashton, Amy Harris, Reflex Agency, 
Anna Lomax, Jean Michel Bertin, Her-
nan Paganini, Fabrica, Jess Bonham, 
among many others.

Also available in hardback Scenographics  
978-84-15967-31-6. £39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00 

Opens up an exciting aspect of visual 
design, with new and unusual ways 
of arranging products and conveying 
messages.

GRAPHIC	DESIGN

FIESTA
The	Branding	and	Identity		
of	Festivals
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-36-2
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼ ” x 11’
240 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
April 2018
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00

Fiesta: The Branding and Identity of 
Festivals is a compilation of remark-
able branding designs and campaigns 
for a variety of renowned festivals 
from around the world. The festivals 
examined span the worlds of music, 
cinema, design, gastronomy, culture, 
and art. The identity and communica-
tion campaign strategies deployed by 
festivals encompass an endless array 
of design techniques, from graphic 
elements such as logos, posters, web 
pages, advertisements, mobile apps, 

tickets, and wristbands to collectible 
items like T-shirts, bags, and cups. 
The events featured, which include 
Flow Festival, Green Film Fest, ADC 
Awards, Forward Design Festival, and 
Barcelona Design Week, show that 
the success of a festival has a close 
connection to its tailor-made brand-
ing and design and that no matter 
what the subject of the festival is, it is 
essential to have a coherent identity 
strategy.

The definitive book on festival 
branding and identity. The key to the 

success of a festival is its branding 
strategy and identity design.
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ADG	LAUS	AWARDS	2017
Graphic	design	and	visual	
communication
ADG-FAD	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-65-2
24.70 x 34.00 cm | 10” x 13’
256 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
Text EN/CAT/SPA | Paperback
April 2018
Distribution: worldwide
£25.00 | US $35.00 | €29.95

The ADG Laus Awards are Spain's most 
prestigious annual prizes in graphic 
design and communication. They 
recognize the best projects from over 
fifty sections that are divided into five 
categories: Graphic Design, Digital, 
Advertising, Audiovisual, and Student. 
To celebrate the awards, this book pro-
vides a current overview of the design 
world’s talent, innovation, excellence, 
and conceptual and formal quality. 
This volume is divided in two parts. 
The first pays homage, through exten-
sive profiles, to two icons: Enric Aguil-
era, the recipient of the Honorary Laus 
in recognition of his career in graphic 
design and art direction, and Camper, 

which won the Laus Companies & In-
stitutions award for this global brand’s 
support for all aspects of design. Final-
ly, on the other side of the book, readers 
will find all the winners of Laus Gold, 
Silver, and Bronze awards.

Based in Barcelona, the Art Directors 
and Graphic Designers Association 
(ADG-FAD) is a private, nonprofit orga-
nization with an international reach. Its 
goal is to promote the culture of graphic 
design and visual communication. 

The best way to keep up to date with 
the newest trends in graphic design 
and visual communication.

PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHING	
BARCELONA
Tips	on	how	to	get		
the	best	shots	of	the	city		
Oscar	Asensio	(ed.)
Carlos	Muntadas	
(photographer)

ISBN: 978-84-16851-64-5
16.30 x 22.50 cm | 6 ¼ ” x 9’
160 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
Text EN/SPA | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£17.99 | US $25.00 | €19.95
April 2018

Photographing Barcelona is the es-
sential book for photography-loving 
readers who are eager to discover the 
best tricks and techniques for photo-
graphing the city of Barcelona with 
professional results. Use of light and 
shadow, lighting at different times 
of the day, framing, and locations 
are described in detail in order to 
capture the most photogenic corners 

of the city. The book features both 
places of interest for visitors and se-
cret spots intended to be discovered 
by Barcelona's residents themselves. 
With images taken at different times 
of day and advice from a professional 
photographer, photography enthu-
siasts will find this book a reliable 
guide of where to go and what time to 
capture the best memories.

Learn to master lighting and 
framing to capture the best that 

Barcelona has to offer.

La luz de tono anaranjado en la tarde barcelonesa, obliga a 
fotografiar Las Ramblas enfocando el plano general, en contraste.

La luz de tono anaranjado en la tarde barcelonesa, obliga a 
fotografiar Las Ramblas enfocando el plano general, en contraste.

 Rambla de Canaletas

Abril

LAS RAMBLAS

La luz de tono anaranjado 
en la tarde barcelonesa, 
obliga a fotografiar Las 
Ramblas enfocando el plano 
general, en contraste con 
las hojas de los árboles.

Cuando se fotografían es-
cenas como Las Ramblas la 
esencia de las personas es 
importante para darle vida a 
la foto. Sin trípode se ob-
tendrá mayor movilidad.

19h

Sino puedes con tu enemigo, únete a él: Por mucho que utilices todos los medios a tu 
alcance para evitar el movimiento, difícilmente lo conseguirás si lo que tienes adelante 
es una escena con luz ténue y objetos o personas en movimiento. Así que, en vez de 
desesperarte o perderte grandes escenas, aprovecha este movimiento para dar un 
toque creativo a tus imágenes.

MOVIMIENTO Y CREATIVIDAD



STATIONERY

PARIS,	JE	T’AIME	
Postcard	Book
Lapin
ISBN: 978-84-16851-00-3
16.50 x 10.20 cm | 4 ¾” x 6 ½” 
20 postcards | 20 colour illustrations
English text | Postcards with cover  
and paper band
Distribution: worldwide
£9.99 | US $12.95 | €9.95
April 2017

These 20 postcards are a decla-
ration of love to the city of light. 
Lapin, sketcher and illustrator, 
offers a sample of his talent to 
capture those big little moments 
of a popular and vivacious Paris, 
full of historic contrasts and far 
away from any predictable clichés. 
From the terrace of a small café, 
Lapin contemplates the everyday 
life of busy Parisians. His drawings 
show us a very personal urban 
landscape, a Paris of rendezvous, 
of tucked away corners, of bistro 
menus and walks by the Seine.  
Lapin shares with the world the 
eternal spirit of Paris.

FOOTBALL	LEGENDS		
–	SOCCER	LEGENDS
Postcard	Book
Jorge	Arévalo
ISBN: 978-84-16851-13-3
16.50 x 10.20 cm | 4 ¾” x 6 ½”
20 postcards | 20 colour illustrations 
English text | Postcards  
with cover and paper band
Distribution: worldwide
£9.99 | US $12.95 | €9.95
June 2017

Football players are not only 
sportsmen; they are real leg-
ends, inhabitants of our modern 
Olympus, and capable of turning 
sport into great art. With these 
twenty postcards, Arévalo’s unique 
instinct for faces, movement and 
color offers a very personal vision 
of some of the brightest stars of 
football of the last sixty years.

Jorge Arévalo’s works have been 
published in magazines like Vanity 
Fair, The Newyorker, Rolling Stone 
or Esquire. 
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BARCELONA	ORIGINAL	
Postcard	Book	
Lapin
ISBN: 978-84-16851-01-0
16.50 x 10.20 cm | 4 ¾” x 6 ½”
20 postcards | 20 colour illustrations
English text | Postcards with cover  
and paper band
Distribution: worldwide
£9.99 | US $12.95 | €9.95
May 2017

Sketcher and illustrator Lapin 
pours all his love and fascination 
for his adopted city into these 20 
postcards. With the curiosity of the 
explorer and a wise eye for what is 
utterly genuine, Lapin fills his vin-
tage accountant books bought in 
flea markets with the colours and 
the light of one of the most desired 
destinations on the planet.

212020

HIDDEN	NATURE.		
COLOUR	IT	BIG
Toc	de	Groc
ISBN: 978-84-16851-12-6
21.00 x 30.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11 13/16” 
1 extra big poster | 1 B&W illustrations
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£6.99 | US $7.95 | €6.90
August 2017

This extra big poster is an illustration 
inspired by the delightful universe 
of our best-selling colouring book, 
Hidden Nature. 90 x 120 cm (35 7/16” 
x 47 ¼”) of lavish designs of natural 
elements with a touch of magic that 
will provide plenty of relaxing and 
unwinding hours. The XXL size is 
perfect for presents and for sharing at 
parties and holidays, and makes for 
a unique and very personal interior 
piece of decoration.

COLOURING

	
Extra	big	
colouring	posters
21.60 x 30.50 cm  
8 ½ x 12”  
Fully illustrated in B&W. 
Poster is folded, wrapped 
in cardboard  
with a spine and shrink 
wrapped. English text | 
Paperback.  
Distribution: worldwide. 
£4.99 | US $7.95 | € 5.90

BARCELONA-GAUDÍ-	
LA	PEDRERA
Víctor	Escandell
ISBN: 978-84-16504-14-5 

45 fabulous fantasy frames 
to let your imagination fly. 
A wide variety of styles and 
atmospheres, from tropical 
scenes to fantasy gardens 
and ocean landscapes. Each 
illustration is printed on its own 
individual page in 160 g paper.

FRAME	FANTASIA
A	Colouring	Book	to	Keep		
Your	Favourite	Moments
Toc	de	Groc
ISBN: 978-84-16504-44-2
25.00 x 25.00 cm | 9 ⅞” x 9 ⅞” 
96 pages | Fully illustrated in B&W
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worlwide
£9.99 | US $15.95 | €12.95

9 788416 504442

BARCELONA-GAUDÍ-	
LA	SAGRADA	FAMILIA
Víctor	Escandell
ISBN: 978-84-16504-13-8

 

Hidden Nature is a colouring book 
crafted to provide hours of fun and 
relaxation for everyone, including 
the most amateur artist. With its 
square format and excellent paper 
quality, the book allows for the use 
of a wide variety of materials. 

HIDDEN	NATURE
A	Colouring	Book	for	Grown-Ups
Toc	de	Groc
ISBN: 978-84-15967-72-9
25.00 x 25.00 cm | 9 ⅞ x 9 ⅞”
90 pages | Fully illustrated in B&W
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£9.99 | US $15.95 | €12.95

BEST SELLER

Recently	
published	
titles	and	
backlist



Drawing the Human Head offers 
detailed insights into how emotions 
and feelings are reflected in people’s 
faces and how they can be depicted. It 
is a systematic and structured textbook 
for learning the skills necessary to draw 
the human head, and a useful manual 
for anyone who is eager to learn to draw 

or to gain further illustration skills. It 
was written for art students at schools, 
art academies and universities, and its 
texts and images have been designed 
to be understood by both younger and 
older adults. The book can also be used 
as a self-study tool.

DRAWING		
THE	HUMAN	HEAD
Anatomy,	Expressions,	
Emotions	and	Feelings
Giovanni	Colombo,	
Giuseppe	Vigliotti

ISBN: 978-84-16851-02-7
21.50 x 29.70 cm | 8 1/8” x 11 ¾”
192 pag. | Fully illustrated 
in colour and B&W
English text | Hardback
August 2017
Distribution: worldwide
£ 24.99 | US$ 34.95 | € 29.95

2322 ART	&	COLLAGE

This book explores infinite 
possibilities of collage and mixed 
media techniques through ten 
different works created using a wide 
variety of procedures, and analyses 
step-by-step the process of creation 

and offers a list of useful tips and 
ideas for materials and finishes. 
A special section is devoted 
to  creating a small, domestic 
photographic set with easy-to-make 
special lighting effects.

THE	RESOURCEFUL	ARTIST	
Exploring	Mixed	Media		
and	Collage	Techniques
Víctor	Escandell
ISBN: 978-84-16504-62-6
21.0 x 25.5 cm | 8 ¼” x 10 1/8”
120 page | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paper over board
Distribution: worldwide
£17,99 | $24,95 | €19,95 
January 2017 

COLLAGE	THERAPY	
Cutting	Out	Stress
Rebeka	Elizegi
ISBN: 978-84-16504-63-3
17.7 x 22.8 cm | 7 x 9”
120 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide 
£9.99 | US $15.95 | €12,95
February 2017

An activity book to combine 
fun and focus, entertainment 
and mindfulness using collage 
techniques. The book contains a 
brief introduction to the history 
of collage (evolution, artists, and 
techniques) and a series of practical 
tips and ideas on how to cut and 
paste, draw and paint, sew and 
stitch using paper and everyday 
objects. A whole world to discover.

ART	&	DRAWING

HUMAN	FIGURE	DRAWING
Drawing	Gestures,	Postures	
and	Movements
Daniela	Brambilla
ISBN: 978-84-15967-04-0
21.00 x 29.70 cm | 8 ¼ x 11 ¾” 
256 pages | Around 500 illustrations  
in colour and B&W
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide
£19.99 | US $34.95 | €24.90 

Human Figure Drawing is the basis 
for the artist who wants to under-
stand the nature of this essential 
technique. This book provides a 
means to recover the nature of ges-
tures and to release from the fear 
of mistaking in order to face the 
challenge with the boldness and 
curiosity of childhood.

BEST SELLER
9 788416 504626

9 788416 504633

BEST SELLER

Essential books with easy-to-follow 
steps for acquiring professional 

drawing skills.



2524 STREET	ARTART	&	URBAN	
SKETCHING

Barcelona Original is funny, some-
times elegant, always exquisitely 
drawn; this annotated travel journal, 
portrays French illustrator Lapin’s 
adopted home city of Barcelona.

A stunning carnet de voyage about the 
“City of Light” by French illustrator 
Lapin, a must-have art book for all 
Paris lovers and visitors with a streak 
of creativity. A fresh, well-observed, 
humorous and elegant travel book that 
presents a unique perspective of the 
city. Irresistible for all lovers of Paris 
and its very contagious joie de vivre.

Barcelona- Five Routes for Sketching 
Travellers introduces amateur and 
experienced sketchers to the present 
and past of an urban landscape 
that is a real treat for any sketcher. 
The book’s format and high-quality 
paper allows complete freedom of 
materials and the use of all its pages.

The Art of Sketching illustrates the 
great scientific and journalistic 
adventures in history, but it also 
explores more intimate territo-
ries capturing and preserving the 
essence of our world. Between text 
and image, this collection travels 
through a wide range of techniques 
and across the centuries revealing 
the most beautiful pages of a very 
human adventure.

THE	ART	OF	SKETCHING
400	Years	of	Travel	Diaries
Pascale	Argod
ISBN: 978-84-15967-76-7
24.00 x 22.00 cm | 9 ½ x 8 5/8” 
160 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£24.99 | US $39.95 | €32.00

BARCELONA-FIVE	ROUTES	
FOR	SKETCHING	
TRAVELLERS
Jordi	Carreras,	Jordina	
Bartolomé,	Lapin
ISBN: 978-84-15967-91-0 
20.00 X 13.50 cm | 7 ⅞ x 5 15 16”  
120 pages | Fully illustrated  
in B&W with 5 colour illustrations 
ES, EN | Hardback 
Distribution: worldwide 
£12.99 | US $19.95 | €16.50 

BARCELONA	ORIGINAL	
An	Urban	Sketchbook
Series:	The	Sketching	Lover’s	
Companion
Lapin
ISBN: 978-84-16504-12-1
21.00 x 15.00 cm | 8 ¼ x 5 15 16”  
120 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback 
Distribution: worldwide 
£15.99 | US $25.00 | €19.90

PARIS,	JE	T’AIME
An	Urban	Sketchbook
Series:	The	Sketching	Lover’s	
Companion
Lapin
ISBN: 978-84-16504-15-2
21.00 x 15.00 cm | 8 ¼ x 5 15 16” 
120 pages | Fully illustrated
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide
£15.99 | US $25.00 | €19.90

9 788415 967910

9 788415 967767

STREET	ART	ANTHOLOGY
Magda	Danysz
ISBN: 978-84-16504-45-9
16.50 x 23.00 cm | 6 ½ x 9 1/8
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback/gatefold
Distribution: worldwide except France
£19.99 | US $29.95 | €24.95

What is behind the tidal wave 
of street art that is sweeping 
through the cultural scene 
today?  What are its codes and its 
language? This unique anthology 
retraces the history of the genre 
from its beginnings in the mid-
1970s to the current issues that 
surround it today. 

Art is Trash is the first book to showcase 
the work, philosophy  and evolution of 
Francisco de Pájaro aka Art is Trash, one 
of the most fascinating and brave artists 
in the scene of street art.

ART	IS	TRASH
Francisco	de	Pájaro
ISBN: 978-8415967-34-7
18.00 x 27.00 cm | 71/8 x 11”
192 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide
£19.95 | US $29.95 | €25
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■ perspective sketches of the entire 
site area south and north-west views

CURATED
New	Minimalism	
in	Retail	Design
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-92810-25-3
22.50 x 24.50 cm | 9 3/8 x 8 ¾ 
142 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Territories: worldwide except Asia
£39.95 | US $59.95 | €44.00

Curated offers a visual journey of 
contemporary design and explores 
the close affinity between fashion 
and art in a modern, utilitarian 
minimalist setting. 

NIGHT	TIME
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-92810-60-4
22.50 x 24.50 cm | 9 3/8 x 8 ¾ 
142 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Territories: worldwide except Asia
£39.95 | US $59.95 | €45.00

Night Time is a first-class source 
book for commercial interior de-
signers and club owners seeking 
inspiration.

2726

New Portable Architecture is a thor-
ough compilation of one of newest 
areas in architecture and deals with 
the challenges architects and de-
signers face in designing spaces that 
can be rapidly constructed, taken 
down and relocated.

 The 100 projects contained in the 
pages of Ephemeral Architecture 
are outstanding examples of energy 
saving and recycling strategies.  
It includes drafts, scale and layout 
drawings, and renderings.

NEW	PORTABLE	
ARCHITECTURE
Designing	Mobile		
&	Temporary	Structures
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-23-1
22.50 x 24.50 cm | 9 3/8 x 8 ¾ 
142 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00

EPHEMERAL	ARCHITECTURE
100	Projects	1000	Ideas
Àlex	Sànchez	Vidiella	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-70-5
21.00 x 23.00 cm | 8 3/8 x 9 3/8” 
320 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback 
Distribution: worldwide 
£28.00 | US $39.95 | €35.00 | €36.00

9 788415 967705

ARCHITECTURE		 	
&	INTERIOR	DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE

Sustainable Architecture is a superb 
showcase of some of the sustain-
able architectural creations that 
are setting the pace in this field at 
the beginning of the 21th century. 
This book features  an extensive 
collection of works from the most 
cutting-edge studios around the 
world.  Each one of the projects is 
fully illustrated with photographs 
and highly detailed drawings, 
plans, an elevations. Sustainable  
Architecture highlights the complexi-
ty and tremendous impact that green 
building has, and will continue to 
have, in modern societies.

The Plan is one of the most ac-
claimed architecture and design 
magazines on the market. A real 
working tool thanks to its in depth 
texts and professional photographs, 
the many architect’s drawings, 
plans and elevations and its strong-
ly international approach. It has 
a wide readership in the architec-
ture world including architects, 
designers, building and real estate 
professionals as well as university 
lecturers and students. The Plan is 
published bimonthly and distribut-
ed in more than 70 countries.

SUSTAINABLE	ARCHITECTURE
Collection:	Contemporary	
Architecture	in	Detail
THE	PLAN	(ed.)

ISBN: 978-84-16504-20-6
24.00 x 30.00 cm | 9” x 12” 
240 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour 
and B&W. It includes photographs,  
plans, elevations and drawings.
English text | Hardback
November 2017
Distribution: worldwide
£32.00 | USD 49,95 | EUR 39,95

9 788416 504206
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The Art of Folding presents a wide range of 
creators who are inspired by origami and 
whose work with various materials draws 
on traditional techniques. Drawing on 
examples from nature, this second volume 
focuses on folders' know-how as it applies 
to art, design, decoration, fashion, furni-
ture and lightning, architecture, new fold-
ing techniques and "intelligent" objects. In 
this volume architect and origami expert 
Jean-Charles Trebbi cooperates with the 
architecture partners Guillaume Bounoure 
and Chloé Genevaux, who specialize in 
experimental applications of folding 
techniques with new materials. The book 
includes ten folding templates.

THE	ART	OF	FOLDING	vol.	2
New	Trends	Techniques		
and	Materials
Jean-Charles	Trebbi,	
Guillaume	Bounoure	
and	Chloé	Genevaux
ISBN: 978-84-16504-64-0
22.50 x 24.50 cm | 8 ⅞” x 9 5/8” 
176 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback 
Distribution: worldwide
£24.99 | US $39.95 | €32.00
March 2017

A book that showcases the multiple 
possibilities folding techniques offer 
nowadays. It illustrates how folded 
materials such as paper, plastic and 
textiles can be applied to very differ-
ent areas of creation such as fashion, 
interior design or architecture. This 
insightful and beautifully illus-
trated volume reveals how folding 
presents many intriguing challenges 
for designers, not to mention end 
results that will wow those who 
love innovative design. The Art of 
Folding goes far beyond the bound-
aries of origami and folded paper, 
shedding light on a whole range of 
possibilities and materials.

Born in Paris, Charles Trebbi is an 
urban architect, designer, artist and 
writer. A Renaissance man who spe-
cializes in the infinite possibilities 
of folding, cutting and assembling 
using paper, cardboard, textiles and 
even wood and metal, influenced by 
Bruno Munari, Katsumi Komagata, 
and Masahiro Chatani he creates 
his own art books, which are often 
inspired by urban spaces and archi-
tecture, and produces completely 
original structures with pop-up and 
cutting techniques. He is author of 
several books on cutting, folding 
and pop-up techniques for all sorts 
of materials and on near-natural 
architecture.

THE	ART	OF	FOLDING
Creative	Forms	in	Design		
and	Architecture
Jean-Charles	Trebbi
ISBN: 978-84-15967-77-4
22.50 x 24.50 cm | 9 3/8 x 8 ¾”
142 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£18.99 | US $29.95 | €24.95 

DESIGN

9 788415 967156

THE	ART	OF	CUTTING
Tradition	and	New	Techniques
Jean-Charles	Trebbi
ISBN: 978-84-15967-15-6
22.50 cm x 24.00 cm | 9 3/8 x 8 ¾” 
160 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£24.95 | US $39.95 | €32.00

The Art of Cutting is a collection of 
artworks that have been created us-
ing a variety of cutting techniques. 
This book presents a selection of 
artists who revisit and work with 
traditional techniques, as well as 
those who adopt contemporary ap-
proaches. From paper to ceramics, 
food design and architecture, The 
Art of Cutting offers a stunning and 
diverse universe which stimulates 
our imagination.

THE	ART	OF	POP-UP	
The	Magical	World	of	Three
Dimensional	Books
Jean-Charles	Trebbi
ISBN: 978-84-16851-26-3
24.50 x 22.50 cm | 9 3/8 x 8 ¾”
160 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback 
Distribution: worldwide
September 2017
£21.99 | US $35.00 | €29,00

With a refreshing perspective, this 
book shows the designs of pop-up 
creators all around the world with 
some of their most innovative 
designs and practical examples 
to construct them. Full of colour 
illustrations and inspiring force, 

The Art of Pop-Up: The Magical 
World of Three-Dimensional Books 
reveals the techniques of such a 
peculiar craft. It gathers a splen-
did showcase of three-dimensional 
books, from its origins until pres-
ent-day authors and trends. 

9 788416 851263

NEW PAPERBACK 

EDITION



3130 DESIGNECO	DESIGN

Eco-Design Lamps presents cut-
ting-edge lighting and lamp designs 
that through their use of recycling 
techniques, natural materials and 
new technologies are both exception-
ally environmentally friendly and 
highly stylish.

Eco-Design Furniture offers a 
more environmentally conscious 
approach to design thinking and 
process by presenting a wide range 
of recycling techniques, natural 
materials as well as the use of 
technology.

ECO	DESIGN
Furniture
Ivy	Liu	&	Jian	Wong
ISBN: 978-84-16504-58-9
22.50 x 26.50 cm | 9 x 10” 
160 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
Text EN/FR/ES/IT, 
Hardback
November 2016
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£ 19.99 |US $29.95 | EUR 24.95

ECO	DESIGN
Lamps
Ivy	Liu	&	Jian	Wong
ISBN: 978-84-16504-59-6
22.50 x 26.50 cm | 9 x 10” 
160 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
Text EN/FR/SP/PT | Hardback
November 2016
Distribution: Worldwide except Asia
£19.99 | US $29.95 | €24.95

9 788416 504596

Food Futures explores the currents
of experimentation and innovation
in food design from both material
and conceptual points of view.
The projects selected for this
edition perform inquiries into our
relationship with food and the acts
that surround it, and how social
and environmental changes will
transform the way we experience
food in the future.

The book is structured in three 
main sections, each of which en-
compasses design projects appro-
priate to different categories. These 
sections shape an understanding 
of the various ways in which the 
project has been fabricated and are, 
respectively, 'Two Dimensional', 
'Three Dimensional' and 'Multi Sen-
sory' (experiential).

Gemma Warriner is a Visual 
Communication Designer and 
educator at the University of 
Technology Sydney. Her work 
reflects her interests in information 
visualisation, food design and brand 
experience, with projects extending 
across both print and digital 
platforms.

Kate Sweetapple is a visual 
communication design academic 
and Associate Dean at the University 
of Technology Sidney with special 
interest in data sense-making and 
information aesthetics. She explores 
the intersection of words and images 
through exhibitions, installations 
and printed matter. Her research 
interests include information 
visualisation that is poetic/playful; 
experimental and speculative design 
practice; and, the role of the designer 
as a cultural critic and agent.

FOOD	FUTURES
Sensory	Explorations		
in	Food	Design
Kate	Sweetapple,	
Gemma	Warriner
ISBN: 978-84-16504-65-7
21.00 x 25.50 cm | 8 ¼” x 10 1/8”
264 pages | Fully illustrated in colour 
English text | Hardback 
Distribution: worldwide
£29.99 | US $39.95 | €39.95
April 2017

This compilation of food 
design projects illustrates the 

possibilities new technologies 
provide to designers and the ways 

society perceives food.
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FABRICS		
IN	FASHION	DESIGN
The	Way	Successful	Fashion	
Designers	Use	Fabrics
Stefanella	Sposito
ISBN: 978-84-16851-28-7
23.00 x 24.00 cm | 9 1/16 x 9 7/16” 
336 pages | Around 1,600 illustrations in colour  
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£22.50 | US $35 | €29.95
October 2017

Fabrics are the essence of fashion: 
they determine the way designers 
conceive their pieces and use their 
creativity. Fabrics in Fashion Design 
is the ultimate reference guide to 
all the major types of fabric in use 
today. This book is a bridge uniting 
materials and their creators by visu-
ally showing the profound relation-
ship between fabrics and fashion 
with a wide range of patterns, their 
history and terminology along 
with around 1,600 stunning colour 
photographs. 

KNITWEAR		
FASHION	DESIGN
Drawing	Knitted	Fabrics		
and	Garments
Maite	Lafuente
ISBN: 978-84-16851-17-1
22.00 x 26.00 cm | 8’ x 10’ 
160 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£22.50 | US $34.95 | €29.95 
July 2017

Knitwear Fashion Design is a richly 
illustrated, practical book, which 
aims to help fashion students as 
well and professionals to under-
stand the basic elements of and to 
learn how to illustrate knitwear 
attire. It begins with a detailed 
overview of the works of great 
fashion designers who set stylistic 
trends (from Elsa Schiaparelli to 
Rodarte), then describes the basic 
yarns and their structure, and gives 
an extensive overview of garments, 
accessories and finishes. 

9 788416 851287

FASHION

Fashion Illustration and Design is 
an extensive tutorial by Manuela 
Brambatti, Versace’s chief illustra-
tor. The project is an idea suggested 
by the couturier Fabio Menconi, 
one of Versace’s closest collabora-
tors who, impressed by her drawing 
style and the precision with which 
she captures the flow of fabric over 
the body, convinced her to put it 
into print. In this book Brambatti 
reveals her fresh and innovative 
style, halfway between fashion 
sketching and illustration.

FASHION	ILLUSTRATION	
AND	DESIGN
Methods	and	Techniques	for	
Achieving	Professional	Results
Manuela	Brambatti

ISBN: 978-84-16851-06-5
21.50 x 30.00 cm | 8 ½ ” x 11 ¾ ”
240 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour and B&W
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide
£22.99 | US $34.95 | €29.95
August 2017

Manuela Brambatti began her 
career in the fashion world in the 
late seventies working for Style and 
other fashion magazines. She has 
collaborated with Giorgio Correg-
giari, Krizia and Gian Marco Ven-
turi, but her most important and 
far-reaching experience is her work 
with Gianni Versace, where she 
played a crucial role in setting stan-
dards with regard to the presenta-
tion and illustration of the house’s 
fashion and home collections. She 
currently freelances as an illustra-
tor in the fashion, jewellery and 
design industries.
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PATTERNMAKING	
IN	PRACTICE
Lucia	Mors	de	Castro
ISBN: 978-84-92810-07-9
21.00 x 29.70 cm | 8 ¼ x 11 ¾”  
119 pages | Fully illustrated in B&W
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£19.95 | US $24.95 | €22.50

A definitive guide to 
patternmaking, this accessible 
book provides simple and clear 
explanations of  the techniques 
for anyone taking their first 
steps in clothes-making and 
fashion design. Using four 
basic garments (skirts, dresses, 
jackets and coats), this volume 
illuminates the more complex 
processes and teaches how 
to customize and adapt basic 
models and recreate patterns 
from pictures. 

PRINTED	TEXTILE	DESIGN
Profession,	Trends		
and	Project	Development
Marie-Christine	Noël	
and	Michaël	Cailloux
ISBN: 978-84-15967-67-5
21.50 x 28.00 cm | 8 ½” x 11 ¾”
198 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except France
£22.50 | US $35.00 | €29.95 

This book walks us through all the 
different aspects of textile design 
and explains the steps involved in 
projects within the  fashion and 
home sectors of textile design, 
paying special attention to inter-
preting trends,  an essential part 
of the profession. This teaching 
resource is a great guide for both 
students and young professionals, 
and includes a highly useful list of 
professional contacts.

COUTURE	UNFOLDED
Brunella	Gianangeli
ISBN: 978-84-92810-55-0
21.00 x 29.70 cm | 8 ¼ x 11 ¾”  
256 pages | Fully illustrated in B&W
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except  
China & Taiwan
£16.99 | US $29.95 | €19.95 | €21.95 BE

This title analyses the use of fold 
in fashion throughout history and 
teaches how to manipulate fabrics 
in order to obtain that personal 
touch so crucial in the world and 
business of fashion. With very 
simple and clear instructions and 
starting from the simplest possi-
ble shapes, the book addresses all 
major dimensional techniques and 
shows how they are related provid-
ing examples both traditional and 
contemporary.

Fashion Drawing Course analyses the 
techniques for drawing the human 
figure in fashion design and offers 
detailed illustrations and in-depth 
explanatory texts.  

Fashion Details is an invaluable 
resource for designers, illustra-
tors, artists, or students involved 
in fashion design. This title is 
an inspirational sourcebook of 
techniques for drawing all kinds of 
fashion details.

Aimed to emerging designers and 
fashion professionals, Fashion 
Sketching contains all kinds of sil-
houettes and poses of women, men 
and children, to help designers  
produce sketches that are faithful 
to the human figure.

Fashion is one of the defining 
features of human evolution and 
culture. Fashion - The Ultimate 
History of Costume is a thorough 
and contemporary historical 
essay with which the reader will 
discover the beauty and mystery 
of fashion. 

FASHION	DRAWING	COURSE
From	Human	Figure		
to	Fashion	Illustration
Juan	Baeza
ISBN: 978-84-15967-06-4
21.00 x 30.00 cm | 8.25” x 11.80” 
208 pages | Fully illustrated in B&W  
and colour |  English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£17.99 | US $29.95 | €19.95

9 788415 967064

FASHION
The	Ultimate	History	of	Costume
Stefanella	Sposito
ISBN 978-84-15967-82-8
19.00 x 27.00 cm | 7 ½ x 10 5/8” 
256 pages | Fully illustrated in colour 
English text | Hardback  
Distribution: worldwide 
£29.99 | US $42.00 | €36.00 
November 2016

FASHION	DETAILS
4,000	Drawings
Elisabetta	Kuky	Drudi
ISBN: 978-84-92810-95-6
19.50 x 28.50 cm | 7 5/8” x 11 ¼” 
384 pages | fully illustrated in B&W  
and colour 
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide 
£24.99 | US $39.95 | €29.95

FASHION	SKETCHING
Templates,	poses	and	ideas		
for	fashion	design
Claudia	Ausonia	Palazio
ISBN: 978-84-16504-10-7
19.5 x 28.5 cm | 7 ¼” x 11 ¼” 
256 pages | Fully illustrated in B&W  
and colour
EN, FR, ES | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£19.99 | US $29.95 | €25.00
September 2016

BEST SELLER

BEST SELLER
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New Necklaces showcases the current 
trends in contemporary jewellery. 
Works created by 180 artists from 
40 countries; from classic forms and 
materials, to the most daring, experi-
mental and surprising ideas. 

Éclat showcases the works and cre-
ations of some of a selection of names 
in contemporary jewellery. This work 
features more than 500 photographs 
and provides insights into the views, 
techniques, and creative visions of 
jewellery designers. 

Collars & Necklines presents an 
extraordinary survey of images 
focusing on collars and necklines 
and  will kindle the creativity 
of designers and offer students, 
journalists and everyone working 
in the field an exhaustive array of 
high-quality photographs showing 
the wide range of possibilities, 
styles and trends.

DETAILS	IN	FASHION	DESIGN	
Collars	&	Necklines
Gianni	Pucci
ISBN 978-84-16504-17-6
22.00 x 24.00 cm | 8 11 16 x 9 7 16

224 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, ES, FR, PT | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide
£19.99 | US $29.95 | €25.00
November 2016

9 788416 504176

NEW	NECKLACES	
400	Designs	in		
Contemporary	jewellery
Nicolás	Estrada	(ed.)
ISBN 978-84-16504-08-4
19.30 x 24.50 | 7’ 5/8 x 9’ 5/8”

240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, SP, FR, IT | Hardback 
Distribution: worldwide
£22.50 | US $34.95 | €29.00

9 788416 504084

ÉCLAT
Masters	of	New	Jewellery	Design
Carlos	Pastor	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-92810-97-0
19.00 x 29.00 cm | 7 ½” x 11 3/8” 
236 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, ES, FR, PT | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide
£22.50 | US $39.95 | €29.00 | €29.95 BE |  €29.95 DE 

9 788492 810970

PATTERNS

PATTERN	EUPHORIA
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-55-8
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, ES | Hardback 
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
February 2017

This book includes patterns de-
signed for textiles, stationery, inte-
riors or other products which have 
been created by international de-
signers, inspired by botanic shapes, 
the animal kingdom, geometry, or 
abstract forms. Pattern Euphoria is 
divided into five sections, each one 
preceded by an interview with a de-
signer specializing in the field who 
shares his or her design philosophy 
and work process.

FLORAL	PATTERNS		
&	TEXTURES		
Pops	à	porter
Rhino	Studio	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16851-16-4
21.00 x 21.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 8 ¼”
264 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English and Spanish texts| Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£17.99 | US $24.95 | €19.95
May 2017

Floral Patterns & Textures has 
been developed as a practical 
guide and a source of inspiration 
for graphic, textile and interior 
design professionals and students. 
It includes vintage colour designs 
in classic, minimal, kaleidoscopic 
and freehand styles. All designs 
are included in vector format in the 
included CD-ROM.
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CHRISTA LÜHTJE
Untitled

Medium: gold

Photo: Eva Jünger

CHRISTA LÜHTJE
Untitled

Media: gold, aquamarine

Photo: Eva Jünger

CHRISTA LÜHTJE
Untitled

Media: gold, onyx

Photo: Eva Jünger

XAVIER MONCLÚS
Dinky Jewels

Media: silver, enamel paint

Photo: Xavier Monclús
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As brands of every kind compete in 
drawing attention to their prod-
ucts, packaging design is becom-
ingan increasingly important skill.
Unpack me! offers an in-depth 
account of this exciting sector of 
the design world.

UNPACK	ME!
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-92810-93-2
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11’
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00

UNPACK	ME	AGAIN!
Packaging	Meets	Creativity	
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-53-4
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11’
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
May 2017

After the success of its predecessor, 
Unpack Me Again! presents a rich selec-
tion of innovative, funny and creative 
packaging designs through showcasing 
a wide variety of the best projects by the 
most advanced, international packaging 
design studios.

Conceived by the creative minds 
behind the renowned studio 
Garrofé in Barcelona, the 140 de-
signs displayed in New Structural 
Packaging reveal the incredible 
possibilities and functions that this 
particular area of design offers.
This book will serve as an essential 
reference and a valuable toolkit for 
packaging designers and design 
students.

NEW	STRUCTURAL		
PACKAGING
Gold	Edition
Josep	Maria	Garrofé
ISBN: 978-84-15967-07-1 
20.00 x 18.00 cm | 8 ¼ x 7 ¼”
408 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except East Asia
£29.95 | US $45.00 | €39.95 

GRAPHIC	DESIGN

In a world shaped by waves of infor-
mation, it is of vital importance to 
develop effective strategic methods 
of making key data stand out to its 
target audience. Infographics, which 
are now used regularly by organiza-
tions worldwide, have become a key 
method for achieving this aim. This 
book showcases the most innova-
tive methods of presenting and 
highlighting information through 
cutting-edge examples that present 
creative, fun and highly efficient 
ideas for rendering complex data in a 
clear, enlightening way.

INFOGRAPHICS
Designing	&	Visualizing	Data
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-92-3
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£27.99 | US $39.95 | €35.00
June 2017

Motion graphics — a digital technique 
that combines the language of tradi-
tional graphic design with the creative 
visual language of film and anima-
tion — has become a fast growing area 
within the practice of graphic design. 
All the striking works collected in this 
book are divided into three categories, 
namely commercial, cultural, and 
experimental. It is a valuable inspira-
tion for young graphic designers and 
anyone who have interest in learning 
more about motion graphics. 

MOTION	GRAPHICS
100	Design	Projects	You	Can’t	Miss
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16851-29-4
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼ ” x 11’
240 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
October 2017

9 788416 851294
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767	HANDMADE	
ILLUSTRATIONS
Joan	Escandell
ISBN: 978-84-16851-27-0
22.00 x 21.00 cm | 8 ⅞”x 8 3/8”  
174 pag. | 767 B/W illustrations
English text | Hardback with DVD
Distribution: worldwide
£16.99 | US $24.95 | €19, 95
September 2017

9 788416 851270

Handmade Illustrations features an 
outstanding showcase of nearly 800 
highly graphic pen and ink illus-
trations of the talented visual artist 
Joan Escandell. Contemporary yet 
with a nostalgic retro flavour, this 
title draws on classic styles from 
various eras, featuring a collection 
of timeless illustrations organized 
in different themes such as animals, 
plants & flowers, furniture, world 
& people, sports, etc. For all those 
wanting to master the techniques of 
movement design.
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NEW	POSTER	DESIGN
Look	at	me!
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16851-31-7
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼ ” x 11’
240 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
Text EN/ES/FR | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£24.99 | US $49.95 | €35.00
November 2017

Posters are the catalysts of their own 
zeitgeist, reflecting social, cultur-
al and spiritual transformations. 
Today, with the subjects they cover 
having expanded to cinema, music, 
promotions and exhibitions, posters 
are designed to be both informative 
and eye-catching. New Poster Design 
brings together and introduces fresh 
and creative posters designed by 
world-class artists that make use of 
original ideas, advanced techniques 
and unique features.

9 788416 851317

EAT	&	GO
Branding	&	Design	Identity		
for	Takeaways	&	Restaurants
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-29-3 
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼”x 11’
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£27.99 | US $39.95 | €35.00
June 2017 

GRAPHIC	DESIGN

DESIGN	FOR	SCREEN
GRAPHIC	DESIGN	ELEMENTS
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-56-5
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼ ” x 11”
240 pag. | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
February 2017

9 788416 504565

The relationship between fonts, 
colours, shape and graphic visual 
effects is essential to achieve a bal-
ance between the flow of informa-
tion and user experience.  Design 
for Screen discusses in detail how 
to exploit these elements to achieve 
functionality and elegance for both 
websites and mobile applications 
from a design perspective. 

GRAPHIC	DESIGN

OPTICAL	ILLUSIONS
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-50-3
22.00 x 29.00 cm | 8 ½” x 11 ½”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, SP | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£34.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
January 2017

What is illusion? Illusions trick our 
perception of real objects, offering 
an altered reality. We are in awe 
when we discover how simple ele-
ments create extraordinary effects 
that attract our attention, making 
us doubt and fall for their magic. 
The works contained in this book 
are wonderful examples of what an 
optical illusion is and how it tickles 
our mind. Get ready and welcome 
to dizzyland!

SHAPES
Geometric	Forms		
in	Graphic	Design
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-54-1
22.00 x 29.00 cm | 8 ½” x 11 ½”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, SP | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
January 2017

Dots and lines form all the geo-
metrical shapes: circles, arches, 
triangles, squares, trapeziums, 
rhombuses, cubes, spheres, polyhe-
drons... Geometric shapes are wide-
ly used by graphic designers and 
applied to all the fields of commu-
nication. This book displays how 
familiar shapes can be transformed 
and used to convey concepts and 
trends in design.

SIMPLICITY	
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-52-7
22.00 x 29.00 cm | 8 ½” x 11 ½”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, SP | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
March 2017 

Simplicity emphasizes the 
minimalism  simplicity of form. 
By diminishing the number of 
graphic elements, the strength 
of each element is enhanced; or, 
as Mies van der Rohe famously 
said, less is more. Known for their 
simple and unassuming rules, 
both Nordic and Japanese design 
schools are the most outstanding 
representatives of this extending 
trend, used by more and more 
graphic designers in their creative 
fields, be it branding, editorial, 
communication or packaging, to 
name just a few. 

More and more restaurants not only 
provide table services but also make 
food for eating elsewhere. Restau-
rants involved need a set of pack-
ages to satisfy both types of diners. 
A challenge for graphic designers 
having to combine appealing graphic 
design with convenience, practical-
ity, food's distinctive features and a 
brand's characteristics

Through more than one hundred 
beautifully illustrated projects,  
Eat & Go reveals the endless creative 
possibilities of designing packaging 
for takeaway food. 

BEST SELLER
NEW PAPERBACK 

EDITION
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TYPOGRAPHY
Exploring	the	Limits
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)		
ISBN: 978-84-16504-48-0
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£34.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
July 2017

Typography. Exploring the Limits 
gathers a selection of the most cre-
ative typography design projects 
produced all over the world, rang-
ing from branding, and poster and 
packaging design to space design. 
Through their fresh and attractive 
examples of type, these works will 
definitely engage your eye and stir 
your inspiration. 

COLOR	CODE
Branding	&	Identity	
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)		
ISBN: 978-84-16504-51-0
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£34.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
October 2016

Color Code, Branding & Identity 
is a vibrant analysis on the world 
of chromatics: by decoding the 
secrets of colour in branding and 
identity design, the book shows its 
multiple, dynamic possibilities. 
Each of the case studies of this 
selection demonstrates the impor-
tance of a thoughtful application 
of colour, and illustrates its visual 
impact in different sectors. 

500	GREETINGS	
Invitations,	Greeting		
cards,	Postcards	&	
Self–promotion	material
David	Lorente	/	Claudia	Parra
ISBN: 978-84-15967-71-2
21.00 x 24.00 cm | 8 ¼ x 9 ½”
160 Pages | Fully illustrated in colour 
English and Spanish texts | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide
£24.99 | US $35.00 | €30.00 

9 788415 967712

EXHIBITION	ART
Graphics	and	Space	Design	
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-49-7
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, ES | Hardback 
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
September 2016

In our digitalised world, handmade 
greeting cards, personal invitations, 
and announcement cards offer an 
element of exclusive value and a 
unique charm, bringing together 
imagination, real texture, and a 
wide variety of design techniques. 
The ideas showcased in 500 Greet-
ings range from handmade cards 
that elude conventional printing 
processes to the most avant-garde 
computer-designed offerings.

Exhibition Art collects over 60 of 
the world’s most creative exhibition 
designs including fascinating space 
design solutions and sophisticated 
graphic design ideas.

NEW	SIGNAGE	DESIGN
Connecting	People	&	Spaces
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-27-9
21.00 x 23.00 cm | 8 3/8 x 9 3/8”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, SP, PT | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00 

DESIGNING	YOUR	IDENTITY
Stationery	Design	
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)		
ISBN: 978-84-15967-44-6
21.00 x 28.50 cm | 8 ¼ x 11 ¼”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00

9 788415 967446

MONOCHROME	GRAPHICS
Maximum	Creativity		
within	a	Minimum	Budget	
Ling	Shijian	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-30-9
21.50 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼ x 11 ¼”
256 pages | 680 illustrations in B&W
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00 

COLOR MATCHING
Using	Color	in	Graphic	Design
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-25-5
21.00 x 28.50 cm | 8 ¼”x 11 ¼”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00

PLAYFUL	GRAPHICS
Graphic	Design	That	Surprises	
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-74-3
21.00 x 28.50 cm | 8 ¼”x 11 ¼”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00

9 788415 967743

EAT	AND	STAY
Restaurant	Graphics	&	Interiors
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-09-1 
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, ES | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£34.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00
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DO	NOT	DISTURB
Hotel	Graphics	&	Branding
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-92810-76-5
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, ES | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.95 | US $59.95 | €44.00 

GEOMETRIX
VV.AA.
ISBN 978-84-92810-59-8
21 x 28.50 | 8 ¼ x 11 ¼
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, SP, IT | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.95 | US OP | €45.00 

LOGOGRAMA
Logo	Design	for	Dynamic	
Identities
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)		
ISBN: 978-84-15967-26-2
21.00 x 23.00 cm | 8 3/8 x 9 3/8”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00 

LOGO	DECODE
From	Logo	Design	to	Branding
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)		
ISBN: 978-84-16504-16-9 
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£34.99 | US $59.95 | €45.00

365	CALENDARS
Calendar	Designs	with	a	Twist	
Weiming	Huang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-15967-96-5
20,50 x 25,50 cm |  8” x 10 1/8”
368 pages   |  Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paperback with dust jacket
Distribution: worldwide excluding Asia
£36.00 | US $59.95 | €49.00

IMPRINT	2	
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-92810-92-5
21.00 x 28.50 cm | 8 ¼” x 11 ¼”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00

1000	CONTEMPORARY
SILHOUETTE	DESIGNS
David	Arocha,	Antonio	
Triviño
ISBN: 978-84-935438-6-0
20.60 x 21.60 cm | 8 7/64 X 8 ½
292 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
ES, EN | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£11.95 | US $29.95 | €14.95

MY	GRAPHIC	DNA
Portfolio	Design	&	Self-
Promotion
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-8415967-58-3
21.00 x 28.50 cm | 8 ¼”x 11 ¼”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Hardback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£39.99 | US $59.95 | €44.00

ICONICITY
Pictograms	/	ideograms	/	
signs	for	utility,	usefulness	
and	pleasure
Sonia	Díaz,	Gabriel	Martínez
ISBN: 978-84-15967-78-1 
21.00 x 28.50 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
224 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£16.99 | US $24.95 | €19.95      

GRAPHIC	DESIGN	
FOR	FASHION.	
Fashion	Exposed	
Wang	Shaoqiang	(ed.)
ISBN: 978-84-16504-61-9
21.00 x 28.00 cm | 8 ¼” x 11”
240 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
EN, FR, ES | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide except Asia
£24.99 | US $35 | €29.95
January 2017

PORTRAITS
Jorge	Arévalo
ISBN: 978-84-15967-81-1
24.00 x 30.00 cm | 9 ¾ x 11 5/8” 
162 pages | Fully illustrated in colour 
English text | Paperback
£19.99 | US $35.00 | €25.00 
Distribution: worldwide

9 788415 967811

ANIMALS	–	
850	HANDMADE	
ILLUSTRATIONS
Joan	Escandell
ISBN 978-84-16504-19-0
21.10 x 22.10 | 8 5/8” x 8 5/8”  
140 pages | Fully illustrated in B&W
EN, SP, FR, IT | Paperback
Distribution: worldwide
£16.99 | US $24.95 | €19.95
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A children’s colouring and activity 
book all about monsters. It presents 
a repertoire of monsters, ogres, 
witches, and other legendary crea-
tures from around the world. The 
MonsterPedia section at the end of 
the book offers the possibility of ex-
ploring subjects in more depth and 
fun details about each character.
This interactive book encourages 
observation, imagination and cre-
ativity and provides children prac-
tice in reading different families 
of fonts and graphic styles. It also 
brings children closer to legends 
and customs from other parts of 
the world.

9 788415 967750

SWEET	MONSTERS		
OF	THE	WORLD
Víctor	Escandell
ISBN: 978-84-15967-75-0
27.90 x 20.30 cm | 11 x 8 ¼” 
72 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paper over board  
with elastic band 
Ages: 3 to 12
Distribution: worldwide
£9.99 | US $12.95 | €12.95 

The first volume of this collection! 
This unique doodle book com-
bines colouring, connect-the-dots, 
drawing and many other activities 
that will bring heaps of fun to the 
little ones. A delicious collection 
of animals full of wit and charm. 
Chidren and parents alike will en-
joy the fresh, genuine talent of this 
versatile author.

A	WONDERFUL	WORLD	
OF	ANIMALS
Víctor	Escandell
ISBN: 978-84-92810-72-7
28.00 x 21 cm | 11 x 8 ¼” 
144 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paper over board  
with elastic band
Ages: 3 to 8
Distribution: USA / CAN
US $12.95

9 788492 810727

Following on from the remarkable 
success of A Wonderful World of Ani-
mals, Dinosaurs: My beastly Activity 
Book is Víctor Escandell’s second 
book of doodling activities for chil-
dren. All the activities contained in 
the book are great fun and an enjoy-
able way of learning while playing, 
cutting, shaping, dot-connecting 
and colouring. Dinosaurs is pure 
entertainment for both children 
and grown-ups, who won’t be able to 
keep their hands off it!

DINOSAURS	
Víctor	Escandell
ISBN: 978-84-15967-47-7
28.00 x 21.00 cm | 11 x 8 ¼” 
72 pages | Fully illustrated in colour
English text | Paper over board  
with elastic band
Ages: 3 to 10
Distribution: USA / CAN
US $12.95

“Sometimes, the activity book is more a work of art, and this is when you really 
need to buy two copies. One for the kids and one for yourself. A Wonderful 

World of Animals is just such a book (...) this luscious book is a heady mix of 
kooky illustration of varying style, slipped onto pages brimming with striking 

typography that will send the Font Fanatic’s heart aflutter.”

Tania McCartney, Kids’ Book Review
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SNOW	WHITE
ISBN: 978-84-92810-74-1
Distribution: worldwide except France
£9.99 | US $14.95 | €11.95 | €12.95 BE

9 788492  810741

ROBOTS
ISBN: 978-84-92810-64-2 
Distribution: worldwide except France
£9.99 | US $14.95 | €11.95 | €12.95 BE 

9 788492  810642

RACING	CARS
ISBN: 978-84-92810-63-5
Distribution: worldwide except France
£9.99 | US $14.95 | €11.95 | €12.95 BE 

9 788492  810635

Animals of Africa offers children 
a great selection of some of their 
favourite animals, such as lions, 
elephants, or zebras. The book taps 
into the fascination that African 
animals arouse in all children. 
Papercraft toys are a unique way 
of bringing together creative and 
spatial abilities and of helping chil-
dren to strengthen their cognitive 
skills. An ideal book for children 
and grown-up fans of 3D papercraft 
alike, and a splendid gift crafted 
from the highest-quality materials.

ANIMALS	OF	AFRICA	
Make	your	own	paper	animals
Patrick	Pasques
ISBN: 978-84-15967-79-8 
26.60 x 22.10 cm | 8 x 11” 
48 pages | Fully illustrated in colour 
EN, IT | Paperback 
Distribution: worldwide except France 
£8.99 | US $12.95 | €9.95 

9 788415 967798

Patrick Pasques is a well-known 
children’s and paper craft author. 
He is also the author of 3D Paper 
Craft Racing Cars and 3D Paper 
Craft Robots, both long-time 
best-sellers.
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Spain

Josep	Casanellas
josep@promopress.es

Central	and	South	America	

Carlos	Carrió
export@promopress.es

Sales	and	Marketing	

Jan	Goldberg
Tel.:	+	34	932	415	464
IDD:	+	34	935	952	282
Mobile:	+34	681	259	484
sales@promopress.es

PROMOPRESS	EDITIONS

c/	Ausiàs	Marc	124
08013	Barcelona	(Spain)
Tel.:	+	34	932	415	464
Fax:	+34	932	654	883
sales@promopress.es
www.promopresseditions.com
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GERMANY,	AUSTRIA	
&	SWITZERLAND

DISTRIBUTION
International	Book	Service
Gmbh	&	Co.	KG
Tel.:	+49	(0)25	683	8888	40
Fax:	+49	(0)25	683	8888	38
fulfilment@bookservice.com

BERLIN,	NORTH		
AND	EAST	GERMANY
Buchart
Verlagsvertretungen
Jastrow+Seifert+Reuter
Tel:	+49	(0)30	4473	2180
Fax:	+49	(0)30	4473	2181
service@buchart.org

WEST	AND	SOUTH	GERMANY
Michael	Klein
Tel.:	+49	(0)931	17405
Fax:	+49	(0)931	17410
Mi-Klein@t-online.de

WEST	GERMANY
Achim	Kleine
Tel.:	02335	844	822
Fax:	02338	70899
vv@achimkleine.de

SOUTH	GERMANY
Stefan	Schempp
Tel.:	089	230	777	37
Fax:	089	230	777	38
stefan.schempp@mnet-mail.de

SWITZERLAND
Sebastian	Graf	(Buchart)
Tel.:	+41	(0)44	463	4228
sgraf@swissonline.ch

AUSTRIA
Seth	Meyer-Bruhns
Böcklinstrasse	26/8
1020	Wien
Tel.	&	Fax:	+43	(0)1	214	7340
meyer_bruhns@yahoo.de

BELGIUM	&	LUXEMBOURG
ADYBOOKS
Rue	de	Rotterdam,	20
B-4000	Liège	(Belgique)
Tel	:	+32	(4)	223	18	28
M	:	+32	(475)	32	94	16
Fax	:	+32	(4)	223	18	29
andre.delruelle@adybooks.be
www.adybooks.com
Distribution	via	MDS	Benelux

FRANCE,	MONACO,	DOM	
TOM	and	FRENCH	SPEAKING	
CANADA
Interforum
3,	allée	de	la	Seine
94854	Ivry-sur-Seine,	Cedex	-
Immeuble	Paryseine
France
Tel	:	+33	02	38	32	71	00
Fax	:	+	33	02	38	32	71	28
cdes-excel.clients@interforum.fr
www.interforum.fr
	

ITALY
Consorzio	Distributori	Associati
Via	Mario	Alicata,	2f
Monte	San	Pietro
40050	Bologna
Tel.:	+39	051	969312
info@cdanet.it
www.cdanet.it
	

PORTUGAL	&	GREECE
Flavio	Marcello
Publishers’	representative
Via	Belzoni,	12
I-35121	PADOVA
Tel.	0039	049	8360671
marcello@marcellosas.it

REST	OF	EUROPE,	ASIA,
AFRICA,	AUSTRALIA		
AND	NEW	ZEALAND
Prestel	Publishing	Ltd.
14-17	Wells	Street
London	W1T	3PD
Tel.:	+44	(0)20	7323	5004
Fax:	+44	(0)20	7323	0271
sales@prestel-uk.co.uk
Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/
prestelpublishing
Twitter:	http://www.twitter.com/
prestel_UK

MANAGING	DIRECTOR
Andrew	Hansen
ahansen@prestel-uk.co.uk

SALES	MANAGER	
Oliver	Barter
obarter@prestel-uk.co.uk

DISTRIBUTION
Gratham	Book	Services	(GBS)
Trent	Road,	Grantham
Lincolnshire	NG31	7XQ
Tel.:	+44	(0)1476	541080

(UK	Customer	Services)
Tel.:	+44	(0)1476	541082
(Export	Customer	Services)
Fax:	+44	(0)1476	541061	
(UK	Customer	Services)
Fax:	+44	(0)1476	541068
(Export	Customer	Services)
orders@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
(UK	Customer	Services)
export@gbs.tbs-ltd.co.uk
(Export	Customer	Services)
www.granthambookservices.co.uk
	
UK	
Greater	London
Henry	Thompson	
43	New	River	Crescent	
London	N13	5RD
henry@henrythompsonbooks.co.uk
Tel.:	+44	(0)20	8882	7389	

East	Anglia	/	Home	Counties	
(North)
Gillian	Hawkins
Hawkins	Publishing	Services
12	Parkview	Cottages
Crowhurst	Lane	End
Oxted,	Surrey
RH8	9NT
Office:	01342	893	029
Mobile:	07810	648	891
Gill.hawkins@virgin.net

South	East	/	Home	Counties	
(South)	/	South	West,	South	Wales
Colin	Edwards
Conway
Lime	Grove
West	Clandon
Surrey
GU4	7UH
Tel.:	+44	(0)79	8056	8967
colin.edwards862@gmail.com	

Midlands,	North,	North	Wales,	
Scotland
Jim	Sheehan	
Signature	Book	Representation	
20	Castlegate	
York	YO1	9RP	
Tel.:	+44	(0)84	5862	1730	
jim@signaturebooksuk.com

Ireland
Gabrielle	Redmond
93	Longwood	Park	
Rathfarnham,	Dublin	14	
Republic	of	Ireland
Tel.:	+353	(0)8	7673	8922
gabrielle.redmond@gmail.com
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NETHERLANDS	
Jan	Smit	Boeken
Eikbosserweg	258
1213	SE	Hilversum
The	Netherlands
Tel.:	0031	(0)3	5621	9267
Mobile:	0031	(0)6	2061	8964
jan@jansmitboeken.info
	

EASTERN	EUROPE		
(EXCLUDING	RUSSIA)
Ewa	Ledochowicz	
P.O.	BOX	8
05-520	Konstancin
Poland
ewa@ledochowicz.com
Tel.:	+48	2	2754	1764
Mob.:	+48	6	0648	8122
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elisabeth@harder-kreimann.de

INDIA,	NEPAL,	BHUTAN,	
BANGLADESH,	SRI	LANKA
Tapas	Dutta	
1853/10,	Govindpuri	Extension	
2nd	Floor	Kalkaji	
New	Delhi	–	110019
Tel.:	+91	11	4101	6413
tapasdutta65@gmail.com
	

CHINA,	HONG	KONG,	
KOREA,	TAIWAN
Edward	Summerson	
Asia	Publishers	Services
Units	B	&	D
17th	Floor	Gee	Chang	Hong	Centre	
65	Wong	Chuk	hang	Road	
Aberdeen,	Hong	Kong
Tel.:	+85	2	2553	9289
edward_summerson@asiapubs.com.hk
aps_hk@asiapubs.com.hk

SOUTH	EAST	ASIA
Chris	Ashdown
Publishers	International	Marketing
I	Monkton	Close
Dorset	BH22	9LL	UK
Tel./Fax.:	+44	(0)	1202	8962100
chris@pim-uk.com
www.pim-uk.com
	

PAKISTAN
Anwar	Iqbal	
Book	Bird	
Publishers	Representatives	
Lower	Ground
36	B	Abdalians	Society	
Naazaria	e	Pakistan	Avenue	
Lahore	54770
Tel.:	+92	(0)42	3595	6200
anwer.bookbird@gmail.com
	

AFRICA	
(EXCEPT	SOUTH	AFRICA)
timuri	books
200	Colin	Ave,	Letombo	Park
PO	Amby
Msasa,	Harare
Zimbabwe
Tel.:	+263	716	098	413
joseph@timuribooks.com

SOUTH	AFRICA
Jacana	Media	(Pty)	Ltd.
10	Orange	Street,	Sunnyside,	Auckland	
Park,	2092	Johannesburg,	South	Africa,
Tel:	+27	(0)	11	628	3200
Fax:	+27	(0)86	697	3001
sales@jacana.co.za
	

MIDDLE	EAST	(EXCEPT	IRAN),	
CENTRAL	ASIA,	ISRAEL,		
NORTH	AFRICA	AND	EASTERN	
MEDITERRANEAN
Richard	Ward	
Ward	International	(Book	Exports)	Ltd.	
Unit	3,	Ground	Floor
Taylor’s	Yard	
67	Alderbrook	Road	
London,	SW12	8AD	UK	
Tel.:	+44	(0)20	8672	1171
richard@wibx.co.uk
	

IRAN
Book	City	Co.	
No.	765	Shariati	St.	
16396	66511	Tehran	
Postal	Address:		
P.O.	Box:	158757341		
Tehran,	IRAN	
Tel.:	+98	(21)	8845	5010	
Fax:	+98	(21)	8845	9949	
info@bookcity.co.ir	
www.Bookcity.co.ir

AUSTRALIA
Peribo	
58	Beaumont	Road
Mount	Kuring-Gai	
NSW	2080	Australia	
Tel.:	+61	(0)2	9457	0011
info@peribo.com.au

NEW	ZEALAND
Nationwide	Book	Distributors
351	Kiri	Kiri	Road,	Oxford,	North	
Canterbury	7495
PO	Box	65	Oxford,		
North	Canterbury	7443
Tel.:	+64	3	312	1603
Fax.:	+64	3	312	1604
andrew@nationwidebooks.co.nz

USA
Consortium	Book	Sales	&	
Distribution	
(Ingram	Publisher	Services)
210	American	Drive
Jackson,	TN	38301
Tel:	800-283-3572
pd_orderentry@ingramcontent.com
or	866-400-5351
orders@ingrampublisherservices.com		
Monday-Friday
7:30	am	–	4:00	pm	CST

CANADA
Publishers	Group	Canada
Raincoast	Book	Distribution
2440	Viking	Way
Richmond,	BC	V6V	2S1
Canada
Tel:	800-663-5714
Fax:	800-563-3770
orders@raincoastbooks.com
Hours:	Monday-Friday
7:00	am	–	5:00	pm	PST
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